We are Evoenergy
Canberra’s local electricity and gas distributor
committed to providing safe and reliable energy to
the ACT and surrounding regions.
We believe in safety for our employees and
costumers by investing in our people, technology,
and innovations.

What is involved in
maintaining the network?
Maintaining the network to provide safe and
reliable energy involves:
• Routine maintenance on electricity and gas
infrastructure
• Responding to outages and emergencies
• Inspecting trees located near network
infrastructure in backyards, Namadgi National
Park and nature reserves
• Connecting new customers

Evoenergy electricity network

Why it’s important to manage
vegetation around the
network
More than 140 unplanned outages each year are
caused by poor vegetation management.
Vegetation that encroaches on the electricity
network can cause grass fires, bushfires, and
increase the risk of electric shock.
This is why Evoenergy conducts aerial inspections
to identify vegetation encroachment.

Managing vegetation on your
property
In the ACT, landholders are required to make sure
their vegetation remains a minimum distance from
energy infrastructure.
Trees and plants on your property must maintain
a minimum 1.5 metres separation from overhead
lines and poles, and 1 metre from service lines. See
more about clearance around powerlines.
If you need vegetation trimmed, always use an
Evoenergy accredited arborist.
To avoid overgrown vegetation near our assets,
you can see what plants we recommend.
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Get storm ready
During Canberra’s storm season from October
to February, high winds and lightning can create
dangerous situations by bringing down powerlines,
damaging gas and electrical equipment and
causing outages. Get storm ready with quick tips
on our website.

Before You Dig
When planning to build anything
from a new house to an
extension, pergola, swimming
pool, garden or retaining wall check what Evoenergy assets
are on or around your block.

Report outages, shocks and
tingles, or damaged network
assets to us on:
Electricity faults
& emergencies
13 10 93

Gas faults &
emergencies
13 19 09

Visit our outage map
Our interactive outages map provides
information about known reported
and planned outages in the ACT.

Follow us:

Jemena Networks (ACT) Pty Ltd (ABN 24 008 552 663) and Icon Distribution
Investments Limited (ABN 83 073 025 224) t/as Evoenergy (ABN 76 670 568 688).

Evoenergy acknowledges
the Traditional Custodians
of the Canberra region, the
Ngunnawal people.
We pay our respects to their
Elders — past, present and
emerging — and recognise
their continuing connections
and contributions to this
region. We also acknowledge
the First Peoples of the
broader region in which our
footprint extends.

